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Abstract
There is an old Chinese curse: ‘May you live in interesting times.’
According to those who know about such things, we live in a momentous
time, the time of the Sixth Mass Extinction! But most of us do not feel at
all cursed. Because, in fact, the Sixth is quite different to the previous Big
Five, no-one would notice this one if we were not repeatedly reminded of
it by ecologists. Previous mass extinctions were not so bashful, so
discreet. The fossil record reveals the disappearance of pollen during
previous ones, replaced by an abundance of fungus spores, telling us of a
world of devastated forests rotting away. The earliest sediments after the
mass extinction that did away with the dinosaurs are barren of fossils: so
it is not just that species were going extinct, conditions for life itself were
bad. Not only did species diversity drop, the abundance of life did as
well.
The discipline-wide effort to database the fossil record at the occurrence
level has made it possible to estimate marine invertebrate extinction and
origination rates with much greater accuracy. The new data show that two
biotic mechanisms have hastened recoveries from mass extinctions and
confined diversity to a relatively narrow range over the past 500 million
years (Myr). First, a drop in diversity of any size correlates with low
extinction rates immediately afterward, so much so that extinction would
almost come to a halt if diversity dropped by 90%. Second, very high
extinction rates are followed by equally high origination rates. The two
relationships predict that the rebound from the current mass extinction
will take at least 10 Myr, and perhaps 40 Myr if it rivals the PermoTriassic catastrophe. Regardless, any large event will result in a dramatic
ecological and taxonomic restructuring of the biosphere. The data also
confirm that extinction and origination rates both declined through the
Phanerozoic and that several extinctions in addition to the Permo-Triassic
event were particularly severe. However, the trend may be driven by
taxonomic biases and the rates vary in accord with a simple log normal
distribution, so there is no sharp distinction between background and
mass extinctions. Furthermore, the lack of any significant autocorrelation
in the data is inconsistent with macro-evolutionary theories of periodicity
or self-organized criticality.

CHAPTER I:

Introduction
It's about the Permian extinction 250 million years ago, when about 90%
of all species died out. This was much more serious extinction than the
"end of the age of the dinosaurs", in which about half of all species died
out. But it's also much more mysterious!
Nowadays many scientists blame the death of the dinosaurs on an
asteroid impact about 65 million years ago. This asteroid was about 10
kilometers in diameter, and it slammed into shallow waters covering what
is now the Yucatan peninsula. The resulting crater, called Chicxulub or
"Tail of the Devil", is about 150 kilometers across! The resulting tsunami
would have hit Texas with a wave 50 to 100 meters high. Millions of tons
of material were hurled into the atmosphere, causing wildfires across the
world as they landed. Rocks called "tektites" formed from droplets of
molten quartz can be found as far as Wyoming. A layer of dust from the
impact can be found in rocks world-wide, marking the boundary between
the Cretaceous and Tertiary. Scientists guess that this dust made it too
dark to see for 1 to 6 months, and too dark for photosynthesis for
sometime between 2 months and a year. Carbon dioxide released from
heated limestone would have also had effects on the climate.
But this disaster at the end of the Cretaceous was only one of the 5 big
extinctions life on Earth has suffered throughout the Phanerozoic eon,
which began with the Cambrian period 540 million years ago. You can
see the "Big Five"
as sudden declines
in this graph of
biodiversity:

This graph shows how many "families" of marine animals there have
been as a function of time. A "family" is a grouping of organisms that's
bigger than a genus but smaller than an order. For example, if you're
reading this, your genus is probably Homo and your species sapiens - but
your family is Hominidae, which also contains gorillas, chimpanzees,
bonobos and orangutans.
In the above graph, created by an expert on the statistics of mass
extinctions named John J. Sepkoski Jr., families have been divided into
Cambrian (Cm), Paleozoic (Pz), and Modern (Md) fauna.
Despite the popularization of these five events, there is no fine line
separating them from other extinction events; using different methods of
calculating an extinction's impact can lead to other events featuring in the
top five.
The older the fossil record gets, the more difficult it is to read. This is
because:


Older fossils are harder to find as they are usually buried at a
considerable depth.



Dating older fossils is more difficult.



Productive fossil beds are researched more than unproductive ones,
therefore leaving certain periods unresearched.



Prehistoric
environmental
the deposition process.



The preservation of fossils varies on land, but marine fossils tend
to be better preserved than their sought after land-based
counterparts.

events

can

disturb

It has been suggested that the apparent variations in marine biodiversity
may actually be an artifact, with abundance estimates directly related to
quantity of rock available for sampling from different time
periods. However, statistical analysis shows that this can only account for
50% of the observed pattern, and other evidence (such as fungal
spikes)provides reassurance that most widely accepted extinction events

are real. A quantification of the rock exposure of Western Europe
indicates that many of the minor events for which a biological
explanation has been sought are most readily explained by sampling bias
What really matters for us, though, are the five biggest dips! These are
the "Big Five":

CHAPTER II:

Major Extinctions
1.

The Ordovician-Silurian Extinction:

440-450 million years ago at the end of the Ordovician Period.27%of all
families and 57% of all genera went extinct.
This was the second biggest extinction of marine life, ranking only below
the Permian extinction. There was only life in the seas at this time, and
more than one hundred families of marine invertebrates died, including
two-thirds of all brachiopod and bryozoan families. One theory is that as
the continent Gondwana drifted over the south pole, there was a phase of
global cooling, and so much glaciation took place that sea levels were
drastically lowered.

2. The Devonian Extinction:
375 million years ago at the end of the Frasnian Age in the later part of
the Devonian Period. 19% of all families and 50% of all genera went
extinct.
By this point there were plants, insects and amphibians on land, fish in
the seas, and huge reefs built by corals and stromatoporoids. The
continents of Uramerica and Gondwana were just beginning to move
together to form Pangea. The extinction seems to have only affected
marine life, but 70% of marine species went extinct! Reef-building
organisms were almost completely wiped out, so that coral reefs returned
only with the development of modern corals in the Mesozoic.
Brachiopods, trilobites, and other sorts got hit hard. Since warm water
species were the most severely affected, many scientists suspect another
bout of global cooling. There may have also been a meteorite impact, but
it seems this extinction was not a sudden event.

3. The Permian-Triassic Extinction:
251 million years ago at the end of the Permian Period .57% of all
families and 83% of all genera went extinct.
At the end of the Permian there was one supercontinent, Pangea. There
were many sorts of reptiles and amphibians on land, together with many
plants, especially ferns but also conifers and gingkos. There were also
complicated coral reef ecologies undersea. After the extinction, we
mainly see fossils of one species of reptile on land: a medium-sized
herbivore called Lystrosaurus. We also mainly see fossils of
just one species of sea life, a brachiopod called Lingula. Eventually other
species seem to reappear - the so-called "Lazarus taxa", named after the
Biblical character who returned from the dead. Clearly they must have
survived the extinction event, but in very low numbers.
This was the largest disaster that life has ever yet faced on our planet.
Before it happened, the seabeds near China looked something like this:

After it happened, they looked like this:

Some people estimate that perhaps 90% or even 95% of all species went
extinct! (The figure of 83% above comes from some papers by Sepkoski,
who tried to calculate the number of families and genera that died out in
each of the Big Five extinctions. Take all these numbers with a grain of
salt.)
It took about 50 million years for life on land to fully recover its
biodiversity, with the rise of many species of dinosaurs. Nothing
resembling a coral reef shows up until 10 million years after the Permian
extinction, and full recovery of marine life took about 100 million years.
The causes remain controversial: some scientists blame an asteroid
impact, while others blame severe global warming and a depletion of
oxygen in the atmosphere due to prolonged massive volcanic eruptions in
Siberia - we see signs of these in lava beds called the "Siberian traps". On
the other hand, Benton and others argue that the rise of carbon in the
atmosphere at this time is only explicable if there was also a catastrophic
release of methane from gas hydrates under the ocean.

4. The Triassic-Jurassic Extinction:
205 million years ago at the end of the Triassic Period. 23%of all
families and 48% of all genera went extinct.
By the end of the Triassic there was again a variety of reptiles on land
and in sea. But the reptiles were completely different from those at the
end of the Permian, and the biodiversity had not completely recovered:
for example, there were no truly large predators. There were primitive
conifers and gingkos; ferns were not so dominant as before. There were
also frogs, lizards, and even the first mammals.
The extinction at the end of the Triassic destroyed about 20% of all
marine families, many reptiles, and the last of the large amphibians opening niches for the dinosaurs of the Jurassic. The cause of this
extinction remains obscure, but it's worth noting that this was about the
time when the supercontinent Pangea began splitting into Laurasia and
Gondwanaland, with massive floods of lava in the Central Atlantic
Magmatic Province - perhaps one of the largest igneous events in the
earth's history.

5. The Cretaceous-Tertiary Extinction:
65 million years ago at end of the Cretaceous Period. 17% of all families
and 50% of all genera went extinct.
By the Cretaceous there were dinosaurs and flowering plants on land,
many new insects taking advantage of the flowering plants, and modern
fish. Continents were beginning to resemble the current configuration. In
the disaster at the end of this period all the dinosaurs died out, as well as
many species of plants, diatoms, dinoflagellates, ammonoids,
brachiopods, and fish. Often called the "KT" extinction, this was the
smallest of the Big Five - it's mainly interesting because it led to the rise
of mammals, and in particular, us. As explained above, many scientists
believe this extinction was due to an asteroid impact at Chicxulub.
Another popular theory is that it was caused by the enormous volcanic
eruptions which formed the lava beds in India known as the

"DeccanTraps". Either way, we know it took 10 million years for
biodiversity to recover from this mass extinction.
By the Cretaceous there were dinosaurs and flowering plants on land,
many new insects taking advantage of the flowering plants, and modern
fish. Continents were beginning to resemble the current configuration. In
the disaster at the end of this period all the dinosaurs died out, as well as
many species of plants, diatoms, dinoflagellates, ammonoids,
brachiopods, and fish. Often called the "KT" extinction, this was the
smallest of the Big Five - it's mainly interesting because it led to the rise
of mammals, and in particular, us. As explained above, many scientists
believe this extinction was due to an asteroid impact at Chicxulub.
Another popular theory is that it was caused by the enormous volcanic
eruptions which formed the lava beds in India known as the "Deccan
Traps". Either way, we know it took 10 million years for biodiversity to
recover from this mass extinction.

CHAPTER III:

Speculated Causesof the
Extinctions
 The Cambrian extinction:
The two most accepted current hypotheses for the Cambrian extinction
are:
1. Glaciation in the early Ordovician
2. Cooling and depletion of oxygen in marine water

Glacial Cooling Hypothesis
The advancement of the theory of glaciation as the predetermining agent
for the Cambrian extinctions has been developed by James F.Miller of
Southwest Missouri State University. Through research undertaken by
Miller, evidence of early Ordovician sediment of glacial origin has been
uncovered in South America. Miller suggests in his hypothesis that this
evidence of continental glaciation at the Cambrian-Ordovician boundary
is responsible for a decrease in global climatic conditions. Such a decline
in temperature is implied by Miller to destroy Cambrian fauna which are
intolerant of cooler conditions, producing a mass extinction of mostly
warm water species. He also suggests that a significant continental
glaciation would bring large amounts of ocean water onto the land in the
form of frozen glacial ice. This trapping of ocean water inevitably results
in the decrease of sea-level and the withdrawal of shallow seas. Miller
implicates that this reduction in sea-level would produce reduced habitat
for marine species as continental shelves are obliterated. Ecological
competition would consequently ensue, perhaps acting as a driving agent.

Oxygen Depletion Hypothesis
The development of a hypothesis invoking the cooling and depletion of
water in marine waters as a causative agent for the Cambrian extinctions
has been advanced by several geologists, primarily Allison Palmer and
Michael Taylor of the U.S. Geological Survey and James Stilt of the
University of Missouri. The cooling and oxygen depletion would occur
when cool waters from deep zones of the ocean spread up onto the
continent, eliminating all organisms not able to tolerate cool conditions.
The cooling would also result in stratification of the water column. Thus,
species would ultimately perish due to their inability to tolerate dramatic
shifts in such limiting factors as temperature and oxygen availibility.
Further research is required to more fully test the validity of the above
outlined Cabrian extinction hypotheses.

 The Ordovician Extinction:
Glaciation and Sea-Level Lowering Hypothesis
The Ordovician mass extinction has been theorized by paleontologists to
be the result of a single event; the glaciation of the continent Gondwana
at the end of the period. Evidence for this glaciation event is provided by
glacial deposits discovered by geologists in the Saharan Desert. By
integrating rock magnetism evidence and the glacial deposit data,
paleontologists have proposed a cause for this glaciation. When
Gondwana passed over the north pole in the Ordovician, global climatic
cooling occured to such a degree that there was global large-scale
continental resulting in widespread glaciation. This glaciation event also
caused a lowering of sea level worldwide as large amounts of water
became tied up in ice sheets. A combination of this lowering of sea-level,
reducing ecospace on continental shelves, in conjunction with the cooling
caused by the glaciation itself are likely driving agents for the Ordovician
mass extinction.

 The Devonian Extinction:

Glaciation
Evidence supporting the Devonian mass extinction
suggests that warm water marine species were the most
severely affected in this extinction event. This evidence
has lead many paleontologists to attribute the Devonian
extinction to an episode of global cooling, similar to the event which is
thought to have cause the late Ordovician mass extinction.
According to this theory,the extinction of the Devonian was triggered by
another glaciation event on Gondwana, as evidenced by glacial deposits
of this age in northern Brazil. Similarly to the late Ordovician crisis,
agents such as global cooling and widespread lowering of sea-level may
have
triggered
the
late
Devonian
crisis.

Meteorite Impact
Meteorite impacts at the Frasnian-Famennian
boundary have also been suggested as possible
agents for the Devonian mass extinction.
Currently, the data surrounding a possible extra-terrestrial impact remains
inconclusive, and the mechanisms which produced the Devonian mass
extinction are still under debate.

 The Permian Extinction:

Although the cause of the Permian mass
extinction remains a debate, numerous theories
have been formulated to explain the events of
the extinction. One of the most current theories
for the mass extinction of the Permian is an
agent
that
has
been
also
held
responsible
for
the Ordovician and Devonian crises, glaciation on Gondwana. A similar
glaciation event in the Permian would likely produce mass extinction in
the same manner as previous, that is, by a global widespread cooling
and/or worldwide lowering of sea level.

The Formation of Pangea
Another theory which explains the mass extinctions of the Permian is the
reduction of shallow continental shelves due to the formation of the
super-continent Pangea. Such a reduction in oceanic continental shelves
would result in ecological competition for space, perhaps acting as an
agent for extinction. However, although this is a viable theory, the
formation of Pangea and the ensuing destruction of the continental
shelves occurred in the early and middle Permian, and mass extinction
did not occur until the late Permian.

Glaciation
A third possible mechanism for the Permian
extinction is rapid warming and severe climatic fluctuations produced by
concurrent glaciation events on the north and south poles. In temperate

zones, there is evidence of significant cooling and drying in the
sedimentological record, shown by thick sequences of dune sands and
evaporites, while in the polar zones, glaciation was prominent. This
caused severe climatic fluctuations around the globe, and is found by
sediment record to be representative of when the Permian mass extinction
occurred.

Volcanic Eruptions
The fourth and final suggestion that paleontologists
have formulated credits the Permian mass extinction
as a result of basaltic lava eruptions in Siberia. These volcanic eruptions
were large and sent a quantity of sulphates into the atmosphere. Evidence
in China supports that these volcanic eruptions may have been silica-rich,
and thus explosive, a factor that would have produced large ash clouds
around the world. The combination of sulphates in the atmosphere and
the ejection of ash clouds may have lowered global climatic conditions.
The age of the lava flows has also been dated to the interval in which the
Permian mass extinction occurred.

 The End-Cretaceous Extinction:
The End-Cretaceous mass extinction has generated considerable public
interest in recent years, in response to the controversial debates in the
scientific community over its cause. The more prominent of these new
hypoteses invoke extra-terrestrial forces, such as meteorite impacts or
comet showers as the causative extinction agent. Older hypotheses cite
earthly mechanisms such as volcanism or glaciation as the primary agent
behind
this
mass
extinction.

The K-T Boundary
Evidence for catastrophism at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary is found in a layer of sediment which was
deposited at the same time that the extinction occurred. This layer
contains unusually high concentrations of Iridium, found only in the
earth's mantle, and in extra-terrestrial meteors and comets. This layer has
been found found in both marine and terrestrial sediments, at numerous
boundary
sites
around
the
world.

Meteorite Impact
Some paleontologists believe that the widespread
distribution of this Iridium layer could have only
been caused by meteorite impact. Further, these researchers cite the
abundance of small droplets of basalt, called spherules, in the boundary
layer as evidence that basalt from the earth's crust that were melted and
flung into the air upon impact. The presence of shocked quartz - tiny
grains of quartz that show features diagnostic of the high pressure of
impact - found in the boundary layer provides additional evidence of an
extra- terrestrial impact at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary layer. Recent
research suggests that the impact site may have been in the Yucatan
Peninsula
of
Mexico.

Volcanic Eruptions
The high concentrations of Iridium in the
boundary layer has also been attributed to another source, the mantle of
the earth. It has been speculated by some scientists that the Iridium layer
may be the result of a massive volcanic eruption, as evidenced by the
Deccan Traps - extensive volcanic deposits laid down at the CretaceousTertiary boundary - of India and Pakistan. These lava flows came about
when India moved over a "hot spot" in the Indian Ocean, producing flows
that exceeded one hundred thousand square kilometers in area and one
hundred and fifty meters in thickness. Such flows would have produced
enormous amounts of ash, altering global climatic conditions and
changing ocean chemistry. Evidence that volcanism was a primary
extinction agent at this boundary is also relatively strong. In addition, and
the presence of spherules and shocked quartz worldwide in the boundary
layer may also have been the result of such explosive volcanism. Thus at
present, both the volcanic and meteorite impact hypotheses are both
viable mechanisms for producing the Cretaceous mass extinction,
although
the
latter
is
more
popular.

CHAPTER IV:

Diversityof the Extinctions

You can also see them as peaks in this graph by Sepkoski and Raup, which plots the number of
extinctions of marine families per million years (or "Myr"):

The advantage of working with marine life, by the way, is that it's much
more likely to get fossilized than life on land.
Another fascinating feature of the above graph is the general downwards
trend in the rate of extinction: the middle line is the average rate, while
the two outlying lines represent a 95% confidence interval. So, perhaps
life is getting better.We may now be in the middle of yet another mass
extinction! The Pleistocene began around 1.8 million years ago, bringing
with it an erratic fluctuation between ice ages and warmer periods. The

latest of these ice ages ended around 8000 years ago, right around when
Homo sapiens was starting to really take over the planet. Starting around
11,000 years ago, most of the large mammals went extinct: mammoths,
saber-toothed tigers, dire wolves, elephant-sized ground sloths, and so on.
Though there is much debate about the causes, it seems that human
hunting contributed to their demise. This is called the "Pleistocene
overkill hypothesis".
We're now seeing an intensification of the rate of extinctions as
wilderness areas are obliterated throughout the planet. Nobody knows
what the extinction rate is: since most species haven't even been
catalogued yet, all we have are lower bounds. These are only close to
being accurate for the biggest and most charismatic species (e.g.
mammals, birds and trees), but these represent a tiny fraction of all the
species that are out there. So, any reasonable guess of the extinction rate
requires extrapolation. If we keep track only of recorded extinctions, the
story looks like this:

But what about all the species we haven't even catalogued yet?
Phillip and Donald Levin estimate that right now one species is going
extinct every 20 minutes, and that half of bird and mammal species will
be gone in 200 to 300 years. Richard Leakey estimates a loss of between
50,000 and 100,000 species a year, and says that only during the Big Five
mass extinctions was the rate comparably high. E. O. Wilson gives a
similar estimate. In his book, Michael Benton reviews the sources of
uncertainty and makes an estimate of his own: given that there are

probably somewhere between 20 and 100 million species in total, he
estimates an extinction rate of between 5,000 and 25,000 species per year.
This means between 14 and 70 species wiped out per day.
Skeptics find these numbers alarmist. For example, in Chapter 23 of this
book:


BjørnLomborg, The Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the
Real State of the World, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, 2001.

the author does his best to tear apart Leakey and Wilson's estimates.
Wilson has issued a convincing rebuttal. However, the really interesting
thing is that Lomborg's own estimates also point to a high extinction rate!
He estimates that over the next 50 years, about 0.7 percent of all species
will go extinct. This may not sound like much until you realize how short
50 years is on a geological time scale. To put things in perspective, note
that given Lomborg's estimate that there are between 10 and 80 million
species total, a loss of .7 percent of all species would mean between
70,000 and 560,000 extinctions in the next 50 years. This amounts to
1,200 and 10,000 per year, or between 4 and 30 a day - the same order of
magnitude as what Benton suggests! Perhaps more to the point, Lomborg
says the current extinction rate is about 1500 times the natural
background rate.
In short, despite plenty of bickering, there seems to be agreement that
humans are causing a vastly elevated extinction rate.
And there's also lots of other data pointing to a massive human-caused
disruption of the biosphere. One in eight plant species are in danger of
extinction within the next 30 years, according to the IUCN Red List of
threatened species, along with one in eight bird species and a quarter of
all mammals. The Audubon Society reports that 30% of North American
songbird species are in significant decline. Worldwide populations of
frogs and other amphibians have been declining drastically, and a
recent detailed study shows that of 5743 known species of amphibians
recorded in the last couple of centuries, 34 are now extinct, while another
122 are probably extinct: they can no longer be found. Even worse, of
these 122 missing species, 113 have disappeared since 1980!

In the oceans, 90% of all large fish have disappeared in the last half
century, thanks to overfishing. We see the spread of dead zones near the
mouths of rivers, where nutrients from fertilizer create blooms of
plankton leading to low-oxygen water where few organisms can survive.
Coral reefs are becoming unhealthy around the world, with a strong
upswing in the bleaching of reefs since the 1970s. "Bleaching" is the loss
of algae called zooxanthellae which live in coral and give it its color. It
seems to be caused by higher water temperatures due to global warming.
And so on, and on, and on....
So, lots of evidence suggests that are in the midst of a mass extinction.
It's very different than all previous ones. It's governed by seemingly
unstoppable demographic and economic forces. Until the configuration of
these forces shifts, at best we can only ameliorate their effects. We can't
save every species, but maybe we can save one from every genus, or one
from every family. Every little bit helps! The Permian extinction offers a
lesson of hope: from the feeblest glow life can eventually rekindle.
That's the one great thing about this crisis: even a small nudge can make
the difference between extinct and not extinct. I think it's worthwhile
contributing to these organizations:


The World Wildlife Fund



The Nature Conservancy



The Sierra Club

Evolutionary importance
Mass extinctions have sometimes accelerated the evolution of life on
Earth. When dominance of particular ecological niches passes from one
group of organisms to another, it is rarely because the new dominant
group is "superior" to the old and usually because an extinction event
eliminates the old dominant group and makes way for the new one.
For
example, mammaliformes ("almost
mammals")
and
then mammals existed throughout the reign of the dinosaurs, but could
not compete for the large terrestrial vertebrate niches which dinosaurs
monopolized. The end-Cretaceous mass extinction removed the non-

avian dinosaurs and made it possible for mammals to expand into the
large terrestrial vertebrate niches. Ironically, the dinosaurs themselves
had been beneficiaries of a previous mass extinction, the end-Triassic,
which eliminated most of their chief rivals, the crurotarsans.
Another point of view put forward in the Escalation hypothesis predicts
that species in ecological niches with more organism-to-organism conflict
will be less likely to survive extinctions. This is because the very traits
that keep a species numerous and viable under fairly static conditions
become a burden once population levels fall among competing organisms
during the dynamics of an extinction event.
Furthermore, many groups which survive mass extinctions do not recover
in numbers or diversity, and many of these go into long-term decline, and
these are often referred to as "Dead Clades Walking".
Darwin was firmly of the opinion that biotic interactions, such as
competition for food and space the ‘struggle for existence’ were of
considerably greater importance in promoting evolution and extinction
than changes in the physical environment. He expressed this in The
Origin of Species: "Species are produced and exterminated by slowly
acting causes and the most import of all causes of organic change is one
which is almost independent of altered…physical conditions, namely the
mutual relation of organism to organism the improvement of one
organism entailing the improvement or extermination of others".

Effects and recovery
The impact of mass extinction events varied widely. After a major
extinction event, usually only weedy species survive due to their ability to
live in diverse habitats. Later, species diversify and occupy empty niches.
Generally, biodiversity recovers 5 to 10 million years after the extinction
event. In the most severe mass extinctions it may take 15 to 30 million
years.
The worst event, the Permian–Triassic extinction event, devastated life on
earth and is estimated to have killed off over 90% of species. Life seemed
to recover quickly after the P-T extinction, but this was mostly in the

form of disaster taxa, such as the hardy Lystrosaurus. The most recent
research indicates that the specialized animals that formed complex
ecosystems, with high biodiversity, complex food webs and a variety of
niches, took much longer to recover. It is thought that this long recovery
was due to the successive waves of extinction which inhibited recovery,
as well as to prolonged environmental stress to organisms which
continued into the Early Triassic. Recent research indicates that recovery
did not begin until the start of the mid-Triassic, 4M to 6M years after the
extinction; and some writers estimate that the recovery was not complete
until 30M years after the P-T extinction, i.e. in the late
Triassic. Subsequent to the P-T extinction, there was an increase in
provincialization, with species occupying smaller ranges – perhaps
removing incumbents from niches and setting the stage for an eventual
rediversification.
The effects of mass extinctions on plants are somewhat harder to
quantify, given the biases inherent in the plant fossil record. Some mass
extinctions (such as the end-Permian) were equally catastrophic for
plants, whereas others, such as the end-Devonian, did not affect the flora.

Conclusion
The Holocene epoch is the geologically brief interval of time
encompassing
the
last
10,000
years.
With the evolution of humans beginning in the Neogene, humans have
evolved into a significant agent of extinction. For example, David
Western of the New York Zoological Society, has speculated that for the
destruction of every two hundred square kilometers of tropical forest and
one hundred thousand square kilometers of rangeland there is a resultant
loss of hundreds, if not thousands, of species. Most of these have never
been
(or
ever
will
be)
documented
by
science.
Deforestation, agricultural practices, pollution, overhunting, and
numerous other human activities result in numerous species being
threatened everyday. However, more information is required to see if the
level of extinctions being experienced today are the harbringer of a mass
extinction or merely reflect natural background levels of species
replacement.
But conditions for life itself have never been better than today. In the
history of the planet, there has never been anything as productive of life
as a wheat field in Kansas. It may not have a large diversity of species,
but that is a different matter. In fact, one of the reasons for the ongoing
loss of plant diversity from grasslands is the very reason the wheat field is
so productive fertilization. We are pouring nitrogen fertiliser into the
environment and, through the well-studied (paradox of enrichment), this
reduces species diversity while increasing actual biomass. Now, there is
no question that if current trends of habitat alteration and climate change
continue then we will ultimately lose large numbers of species diversity
will drop but this does not necessarily translate into a loss of abundance
of life, and that is a big difference between now and previous mass
extinctions. Looking at specific groups of organisms tells the same story.
So, for example, many island bird species are threatened, like the kagu of
New Caledonia, but British seabird populations, like puffins, are
booming. Worldwide amphibian diversity is threatened, but cane toads
are a pest in Australia. Introduced species pose a threat to diversity the

‘McDonald-isation’ of nature precisely because they achieve enormous
abundances.
Actually, all six mass extinctions may have one very important thing in
common: from the point of view of the vast bulk of life on the planet they
are probably not mass extinctions at all. By any criterion number of
individuals or total biomass the vast majority of life on earth is invisible
microbial. So, for example, at least 10% of the living biomass on earth
consists of bacteria living deep in the oceans' sediments: it would take
more than an asteroid impact to disturb them. And microbial life is
extraordinarily robust: microbes can be found living happily in
pressurised water hotter than your boiling kettle, in concentrated acid, and
in rock, and their spores can survive for years in the rigours of outer
space.
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اٌزٍش١ص اٌؼزثٟ
أمزاض جّبػMass extinction ٟ
أ ٚأسِخ د٠ٛ١خ ٙٔ ٛ٘ Biotic crisisب٠خ ٚجٛص أٔٛاع ِزؼضصح ِٓ اٌىبئٕبد اٌذ١خ.
رّ١شد د١بح األرض ثظٛٙر أشىبي ِزٕٛػخ ِٓ اٌىبئٕبد اٌذ١خ إٌجبر١خ ٚاٌذٛ١أ١خ ف ٟاٌجز
ٚاٌجذز ،غ١ز أْ اٌٍّفذ ٌٍٕظز ف ٟلزاءح ربر٠ز األرض أْ رجّؼبد اٌىبئٕبد اٌذ١خ رشضغ صائّب
ٌإلٔمزاض اٌجّبػ ٟاٌذ ٗ١ٍ٠ ٞظٛٙر وبئٕبد د١خ جض٠ضح رشضغ ثضٚر٘ب ثؼض فززح د١بح ٌإلٔمزاض
اٌجّبػ٘ٚ .ٟىذا سضغ ربر٠ز األرض ٌؼضح صٚراد ِىٕذ ِٓ رشش ٓ٠ف ٟاألرض ٌٍّٛاص األ١ٌٚخ
وبٌجززٚي ٚاٌغبس ٚاٌفذُ اٌذجز ٞرّ١ٙضا ٌمض َٚاإلٔظبْ .
ِٓ ثِ ٓ١ئبد اٌفزض١بد ػٓ أطجبة دضٚصٙب  .أٔٙب ٚلؼذ ثظجت اٌزٕبفض ث ٓ١اٌضض١٠بد أ ٚاألٚثئخ أٚ
ثظجت دظبط١خ األد١بء ٌٍٕجبربد اٌش٘ز٠خ اٌز ٟرظٙز دض٠ضب أ ٚثظجت دجٛة ٌمبدٙب  .إال أْ ٘ذٖ
اٌفزض١بد الرف ٟثزٛض١خ وً أدضاس ٚأشىبي االٔمزاضبد اٌز ٟدضصذ  .ألٔٙب ٚلؼذ ٌىبئٕبد د١خ
وبٔذ رؼ١ش فٛق اٌجز أ ٚثبٌجذز ِّ .ب ٛ٠د ٟثأْ صّخ دبصصب ػزض١ب لض ٚلغ ٚأصز ػٍ ٟاٌج١ئخ
اٌؼبٌّ١خٚ .ضزة اٌؼٍّبء ِضال ثبٌّذٔت اٌذ ٞضزة األرض ِٕذ  ْٛ١ٍِ 65طٕخ ٚسٍف ٚراء
اررطبِٗ ثشجٗ جش٠زح ٠بوٛربْ ثبٌّىظ١ه طذبثخ رزاث١خ دججذ اٌشّض ػٓ األرض ٌّضح  6شٛٙر.
ِّب أٚلف اٌزّض ً١اٌضٛئٌٍٕ ٟجبربد فٛلٙب ِٚ .برذ ٌٙذا ِؼظُ إٌجبربد  .فٍُ رجض اٌذٛ١أبد ِب رأوٍٗ
ِٓ ٔجبربد أ ٚدٛ١أبد وبٔذ رؼ١ش ػٍٙ١ب  .فٕفك ِؼظّٙب  ِٓٚثٕٙ١ب اٌضٕ٠بصٛراد اٌؼشج١خ أٚآوٍخ
اٌٍذ٠ ٌُٚ .َٛؼش ط ٞٛاٌذٛ١أبد اٌصغ١زح اٌزِ١خ وبٌذشزاد ٚاٌض٠ضاْ اٌز ٟأِىٕٙب اٌؼ١ش ػٍٝ
اٌذٛ١أبد إٌبفمخ أِٛ ٚاص إٌجبربد اٌّ١زخ ٌٙ .ذا ٔجذ ٌ .ىٓ اٌّؼبرضٌٕ ٓ١ظز٠خ ضزة األرض
ثأجظبَ فضبئ١خ ٠م ٌْٛٛثأْ اٌج١ئخ ّ٠ىٕٙب ثظٌٛٙخ رشط٘ ٟذا اٌزأص١ز ٚالطّ١ب ٚأْ اٌذفز٠بد فٟ
رطٛث١بد شزق ِٔٛزبٔب ثشّبي غزة صاوٛرب ٚػّز٘ب  ْٛ١ٍِ 2,2طٕخ رج ٓ١أْ اٌضٕ٠بصٛراد
وبٔذ رؼ١ش ٕ٘بنٚ ،لض طّزد رٚاطت اٌف١ضبٔبد اٌىبطذخ ػظبَ ٘ذٖ اٌضٕ٠بصٛراد اٌزٟ
أظٙزد أْ أضصبر٘ب وبْ رضر٠ج١ب سالي ػضح ِال ِٓ ٓ١٠اٌظٕ ٓ١ثبٌؼصز اٌطجبش١ز.ٞ
لبَ اٌؼٍّبء ثفذص لطبػبد ط١ٌٛخ ف٘ ٟذٖ اٌزطٛث١بد ِٓ أطفً ألػٍ ،ٝفٛجضٚا  2000دفز٠خ
صٕ٠بصٛر٠خ ٚوً ػظّخ رزجغ إٌ ٝفصٍ١خ ِٓ اٌضٕ٠بصٛراد طٛاء أوبٔذ آوٍخ ٌٍؼشت أ ٚاٌٍذ. َٛ
وّب ٠مبي أْ ِٓ ث٘ ٓ١ذٖ األطجبة اٌز ٟأصد إٌ ٟاالٔمزاضبد اٌجّبػ١خ ػٛاًِ وٛارص١خ ،وٕظز٠خ
ضزة اٌّذٔجبد أ ٚث١ئ١خ وبٌجزاو ٓ١أ ٚجٍ١ض٠خ وّب ف ٟاٌؼصٛر اٌجٍ١ض٠خ أٌ ٚزغ١ز ِؼضي األوظجٓ١
أ ٚاٌٍّٛدخ ثبٌّذ١طبد أٌ ٚزغ١ز إٌّبر اٌؼبٌّٚ . ٟرغُ ِٕطم١خ ِٚؼم١ٌٛخ ٘ذٖ األطجبة إال أٔٙب ال
رفٚ ٟال رمضَ رأو١ضاد لبطؼخ  .ألٔٙب فزض١بد اطزٕزبج١خ أ ٚرشّ١ٕ١خ رغُ أْ ٘ذٖ األطجبة ٌ١ظذ
ِؤوضح أِ ٚؼٍِٛخ ٌضٕ٠ب  .ألٔٗ ٌ١ض ِٓ اٌظ ًٙلزً أد١بء أ ٚوبئٕبد إد١بئ١خ وض١زح ٚػٍٔ ٝطبق ٚاطغ
إال ِٓ سالي وبرصخ شبٍِخ ٚوبطذخ ٚ .لض اجزبح األرض أمزاض وج١ز ِٕذ  11أٌف طٕخ ثظجت
اطزّزار اٌؼصز اٌجٍ١ض ٞاألس١ز اٌذ ٞلض ٟػٍ ٝصٍض ٟاألد١بء ثشّبي أِز٠ىب ٚثم١خ اٌمبراد ٘ٚ .ذا
اٌؼصز اٌجٍ١ضٕ٠ ٌُ ٞذظز ثؼض ِٓ اٌمطجٌ . ٓ١ىٓ صّخ أٔٛاػب لبِٚذ ٘ذا اٌفٕبء اٌىج١ز  ِٓٚثٕٙ١ب

ٔٛع اإلٔظبْ اٌذ ٞوبْ ِٓ إٌبجٚ ٓ١ثٍغ ثؼضٖ ألػٍِ ٟزارجٗ
ٌإلٔظبْ اٌذض٠ش اٌصبٔغ اٌّب٘ز ٚاٌّفىز .

 .فظٙز اإلٔظبْ اٌؼبلً ٚرطٛرٖ

شضح االٔمزاض اٌجذز ٞسالي ص٘ز اٌذ١بح اٌظب٘زح:

٠ج ٓ١اٌزطُ اٌج١بٔ ٟاألسرق ٔظجخ ٚاضذخ (ٌ١ض ػضص ِطٍك) ألجٕبص اٌذٛ١أبد اٌجذز٠خ إٌّمزضخ
سالي أ ٞفززح سِٕ١خ ِؼٕ١خ ٚ .ال رّضً جّ١غ األٔٛاع اٌجذز٠خ ،ثً فمظ اٌز ٟرذجزد ثظٌٛٙخ .
اٌزظّ١بد ألدضاس االٔمزاض "اٌشّظخ اٌىجز"ٜ

